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State of Nevada, Department of Business and Industry, Division of Insurance 

(“Division”), through its counsel, Nevada Attorney General, AARON D. FORD; 

Senior Deputy Attorney General, JOANNA N. GRIGORIEV and Deputy Attorney 

General, RICHARD  P. YIEN, hereby file this Opposition to Appellant Home 

Warranty Administrator of Nevada Inc.’s (“HWAN”) Emergency Motion Under 

NRAP 27(e) (“Motion”).  This Opposition is made pursuant to NRAP 27 and 8 and 

is based on the following Memorandum of Points and Authorities and all other 

documents on file herein. 

MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

HWAN brought its Motion under NRAP 27(e), requesting an expedited stay 

of the FJDC’s order affirming in part and modifying in part the administrative order 

issued against HWAN. There is, however, a Motion for Stay, filed by HWAN, 

currently pending before the First Judicial District Court (“FJDC”). HWAN failed 

to present a valid reason why this Court should consider HWAN’s Motion requesting 

a stay before the FJDC had an opportunity to issue its ruling. If the Court does 

consider HWAN’s Motion on the merits, however, it should deny it, as all elements 

under NRAP 8(c) weigh in favor of the Division.  Lastly, there is no emergency, and 

if there is, it is of HWAN’s own making. 

. . . 
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II. FACTS AND PROCEDURAL HISTORY 

On November 25, after a hearing on HWAN’s Petition for Judicial Review 

(“PJR”), the FJDC issued an Order (Ex. 2, “PJR Order”), affirming in part and 

modifying in part the Administrative Order (Ex. 1), issued on December 18, 2017.  

On November 27, 2019, the Notice of Entry of Order was served on HWAN.  

On December 6, 2019, nine (9) days later, HWAN filed a Motion for Stay  

(Ex.3) in the FJDC, and a Motion for Order Shortening Time (“OST”), making the 

same argument it is making here, namely, that the automatic stay under NRCP 62(a) 

will expire on December 26, 2019 and therefore, it is an emergency. The FJDC 

denied HWAN’s Motion for OST on December 12, 2019. The Division filed its 

Opposition to HWAN’s Motion for Stay in the FJDC on December 19, 2019 (Ex. 

4), and, it is now up to HWAN to file its reply as soon as possible.  

On December 18, 2019, the Division received notice that HWAN filed its 

Motion before this Court. As HWAN’s main concern, as expressed in the Motion, 

appears to be the December 26, 2019 expiration of the automatic thirty (30)-day stay 

of judgment and the possibility that the FJDC will not issue a ruling prior to that 

date, counsel for the Division emailed counsel for HWAN on December 18, 2019, 

offering to stipulate that the Division would not seek to enforce the PJR Order until 

the FJDC issued its ruling on HWAN’s Motion for Stay, even if the December 26, 

2019 date passed.  HWAN’s counsel declined the offer. (Ex. 5). 
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II. ARGUMENT 

A. HWAN’S EMERGENCY MOTION UNDER NRAP 27(e) 
SHOULD BE DENIED  

 
There is no valid reason why HWAN’s motion should be denominated as 

“emergency” under NRAP 27(e), or heard prior to the FJDC’s ruling on the Motion 

for Stay pending before it.  As grounds for claiming the emergency, HWAN asserts 

that “[w]ithout a shortened briefing schedule, the Division’s opposition to the 

Motion for Stay is due December 19, 2019, HWAN’s reply will be due December 

27, 2019, one day after the expiration of the automatic stay.” (HWAN’s Mot. 4). 

This claim of an emergency is quite disingenuous, in view of the fact that, HWAN 

did not file its Motion for Stay in the FJDC until December 6, 2019, having been 

served with the notice of entry of PJR Order on November 27, 2019.  Also, when 

calculating the deadlines that allegedly result in the emergency, HWAN affords itself 

a full eight (8) days to file a reply to the Division’s opposition to Motion for Stay 

currently pending before the FJDC. (HWAN’s Mot. 4).  Furthermore, HWAN’s 

counsel declined the Division counsel’s offer, which would have effectively 

eliminated HWAN’s concerns. (Ex. 5).  Thus, assuming the expiration of the thirty-

day stay under NRCP 62(a) creates an “emergency,” it is of HWAN’s own making.   

NRAP 27(e)(4) provides that “(4) [i]f the relief sought in the motion was 

available in the district court, the motion shall state whether all grounds advanced in 
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support of the motion in the court were submitted to the district court, and, if not, 

why the motion should not be denied.” Id.  The relief is available in the district court 

and HWAN’s Motion for Stay is pending before it.  HWAN also failed to comply 

with NRAP 27(e)(4), as none of the grounds asserted before this Court under NRAP 

8(c), have been included in the district court’s motion.  (See Ex. 3, HWAN’s Motion 

for Stay in FJDC).  HWAN’s Motion under NRAP 27(e) should thus be denied. 

B. HWAN’S MOTION FOR STAY SHOULD NOT BE 
CONSIDERED BY THE COURT AS THERE IS A MOTION 
FOR STAY PRESENTLY PENDING BEFORE THE FJDC 

 
NRAP 8(a)(1) requires that a party seeking stay must first apply to the district 

court.  In order to be able to file such a motion directly before the Supreme Court, 

the moving party must “(i) show that moving first in the district court would be 

impracticable; or (ii) state that, a motion having been made, the district court denied 

the motion or failed to afford the relief requested and state any reasons given by the 

district court for its action.” NRAP 8(a)(2)(A)(i) and (ii).  Neither requirement has 

been satisfied by HWAN.  

A self-created tight schedule does not constitute an emergency. It also does 

not show “impracticability” of complying with the requirement to first request a stay 

from the district court.  This requirement “is grounded in the district court's vastly 

greater familiarity with the facts and circumstances of the particular case.”  Nelson 

v Heer, 121 Nev. 832, 836 122 P.3d 1252, 1254 (2005).  Such is the case here, and 
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HWAN’s Motion for Stay is currently pending before the FJDC. HWAN has failed 

to present any justification for its attempt to circumvent this requirement, and the 

Court should not consider HWAN’s request for stay before the FJDC has had a 

chance to issue a ruling on the same motion presently pending before it. 

C. IF THE COURT DOES CONSIDER THE MERITS OF HWAN’S 
REQUEST FOR STAY, IT SHOULD DENY IT 

 
In deciding whether to issue a stay, the Court generally considers the 

following factors under NRAP 8(c): “(1) whether the object of the appeal or writ 

petition will be defeated if the stay or injunction is denied; (2) whether 

appellant/petitioner will suffer irreparable or serious injury if the stay or injunction 

is denied; (3) whether respondent/real party in interest will suffer irreparable or 

serious injury if the stay or injunction is granted; and (4) whether appellant/petitioner 

is likely to prevail on the merits in the appeal or writ petition.” See also See Fritz 

Hansen A/S v. Eighth Jud. Dist. Ct., 116 Nev. 650, 657, 6 P.3d 982, 986 (2000).  In 

applying these four factors, the Nevada Supreme Court stated that “[w]e have not 

indicated that any one factor carries more weight than the others, although . . . if one 

or two factors are especially strong they may counterbalance other weak factors” 

Mikohn Gaming Corp. v. McCrea, 120 Nev. 248, 251, 89 P.3d 36, 38 (2004).  The 

availability of appeal after final judgment is considered an adequate and speedy 
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remedy.  See Renown Reg’l. Med. V. Second Jud. Dist. Ct., 130 Nev. 824, 828, 335 

P.3d 199, 202 (2014). 

a. The Object of HWAN’s Appeal Will Not be Defeated. 

          The true object of HWAN’s appeal is to convince the Court that Nevada law 

permits it to continue to operate in Nevada using Choice Home Warranty (“CHW”), 

an unlicensed entity performing the functions of a provider, for which Nevada law 

requires a certificate of registration (“COR”).  (See Mot. 8) HWAN is appealing the 

interpretation of the provisions of chapter 690C of the NRS by the administrative 

Hearing Officer, upheld by the FJDC.  Nothing can happen during the process of 

appeal that would render the issue of interpretation of the provisions of chapter 690C 

of the NRS moot.  As such, the object of appeal will not be defeated, i.e. rendered 

moot, if a stay is not granted. See Mikohn, 120 Nev. at 253, 89 P.3d at 39. The 

availability of appeal after final judgment is considered an adequate and speedy 

remedy.  See Renown 130 Nev. at 828, 335 P.3d at 202. 

b.  HWAN Will Not Suffer Irreparable or Serious Injury if the Stay 
is Denied. 

 
HWAN argues that it “will suffer irreparable and serious injury if the stay is 

denied because it will have to overhaul its operations to self-administer and sell its 

contracts, thereby destroying its custom and interfering with the legitimate business 

and profits” (HWAN’s Mot. 10).  This is not true, as HWAN can still use CHW as 
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its administrator to perform the functions of an administrator, but not the functions 

of a provider.  To perform the functions of a provider, i.e. issue, sell, or offer for 

sale, CHW can obtain a COR or HWAN can contract with an entity possessing a 

COR.  See NRS 690C.150. 

“Irreparable harm” is harm for which compensatory damages would be 

inadequate.  See Hansen, 116 Nev. 650, 658, 6 P.3d 982, 987.  In Wisconsin Gas Co. 

v. F.E.R.C., 758 F.2d 669, 674, (D.C.Cir.1985), one of the cases Hansen relies on, 

the court explained that: 

The key word in this consideration is irreparable.  Mere injuries, 
however substantial, in terms of money, time and energy necessarily 
expended in the absence of a stay are not enough. The possibility that 
adequate compensatory or other corrective relief will be available at 
a later date, in the ordinary course of litigation weighs heavily against 
a claim of irreparable harm. 

 
Id. (emphasis added) (citations omitted). In the present case, HWAN’s potential 

inconvenience of having to forego the use of unlicensed entity for the performance 

of the functions for which the law requires a COR, certainly does not constitute 

irreparable harm that would satisfy this requirement under NRAP 8(c).  

c. HWAN is Unlikely to Prevail on Appeal  
 
HWAN asserts in its Motion that “[t]he key issue in this appeal is whether 

HWAN, like any other Nevada service provider, can use a sales agent to sell service 

contracts on its behalf.”  (HWAN’s Mot. 8).  NRS 690C.150 provides: "[a] provider 
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shall not issue, sell or offer for sale service contracts in this state unless the provider 

has been issued a certificate of registration pursuant to the provisions of this 

chapter." NRS 690C.020, in turn, defines “administrator” as a “person who is 

responsible for administering a service contract that is issued, sold or offered for 

sale by a provider.” (emphasis added).  

The Division has argued that the only reasonable and harmonious 

interpretation of these provisions is, that any person wishing to perform the 

functions of a provider, i.e. issuing, selling, or offering for sale service contracts in 

Nevada, must obtain a COR.  HWAN’s interpretation would lead to absurd results 

allowing entities to perform the functions for which registration and thus  

regulatory oversight is required by law, and avoiding registration and regulation 

by simply affixing a label of an "administrator," "sales agent," or anything other than 

"provider."  It would nullify chapter 690C of the NRS and render NRS 690C.150 

nugatory.  The tenets of statutory construction do not permit that. Charlie Brown 

Constr. Co. v. Boulder City, 106 Nev. 497, 502, 797 P.2d 946, 949 (1990) (overruled 

on other grounds). The administrative Hearing Officer found, among other 

violations, that HWAN was conducting business in an “unsuitable manner,” by 

allowing CHW, its unlicensed administrator, to perform the functions of a provider 

for which Nevada law requires a COR.  The FJDC agreed. 
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The Nevada Supreme Court has recognized the authority and specialized skill 

and knowledge of regulatory agencies and, the agencies' authority to interpret the 

language of a statute that they are charged with administering.  See Int’l Technology 

Inc. v. Second Judicial District Court, 122 Nev. 132, 157, 127 P.3d 1088, 1106 

(2006) ("as long as th[e] interpretation is reasonably consistent with the language 

of the statute, it is entitled to deference in the courts.").  See also Pyramid Lake Paiute 

Tribe of Indians v. Washoe County,112 Nev. 743, 747, 918 P2d 697, 700 (1996), 

112 Nev. 743 747, 918 P2d 697, 700 (citations omitted), Dutchess Business Services, 

Inc. v. Nevada State Bd. of Pharmacy, 124 Nev. 701, 709, 191 P3d 1159, 1165 (2008) 

(citations omitted). HWAN is highly unlikely to succeed in the appeal of its 

interpretation which would utterly nullify the statutory scheme. 

d.    The Division Will Suffer Irreparable or Serious Injury if the Stay 
or Injunction is Granted  
 
As contained in the PJR record, HWAN’s administrator, CHW, has been the 

subject of regulatory actions in California, Washington, Oklahoma, and New Jersey. 

On October 1, 2019 the Office of the Attorney General in Arizona also filed a 

consumer fraud lawsuit against CHW.  Additionally, since the administrative 

hearing1 in Nevada in 2017, fifty six (56) additional consumer complaints have been 

filed with the Nevada Division of Insurance against HWAN.  

                                                 
1 March 8, 2017-December 12, 2019 timeframe. 
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The administrative Hearing Officer found that “HWAN holds the certificate 

of registration in Nevada, and nothing more. Since receiving its COR, HWAN has 

been merely a figurehead enabling an unlicensed entity to engage in the business of 

service contracts in Nevada under HWAN’s license.” (Administrative Order 25:15-

17). With CHW, an unlicensed and unregulated entity performing the functions for 

which the Nevada legislature requires regulatory oversight and a valid COR, the one-

person show that makes up HWAN, presents an inherent danger of harm to the 

public.  Notably, in Nevada, irreparable injury is presumed in statutory enforcement 

actions.  See State of Nevada ex. Rel. Office of the Attorney General, Bureau of 

Consumer Protection v. NOS Communications, Inc., 120 Nev. 65, 68, 84 P.3d 1052, 

1054 (2004). 

III. CONCLUSION 

 For the reasons set forth above, the Division respectfully requests that 

HWAN’s Emergency Motion Under NRAP 27 (e) be denied. 

 DATED: December 23, 2019.  

AARON FORD 
Attorney General 
 

      By: /s/ Joanna N. Grigoriev___________ 
Joanna N. Grigoriev (Bar. No. 5649) 
Senior Deputy Attorney General 
Richard P. Yien (Bar. No. 13035) 
Deputy Attorney General 
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    CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that I electronically filed the foregoing with the Clerk of the 

Court for the Nevada Supreme Court by using the appellate CM/ECF system on 

December 23, 2019. 

Participants in the case are registered CM/ECF users and will be served by the 

appellate CM/ECF system. 

Constance Akridge, Esq. 
Holland and Hart 
clakridge@hollandhart.com  
 

/s/ Danielle Wright                 
Danielle Wright, an employee of the  
Office of the Attorney General 
 




































































































































